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MISSION
Achieving better environmental performance and regulatory compliance in the Oil and Gas Industry.

LEADERSHIP

CONFERENCE DETAILS
Number of Participants: 594
Attendees from 24 states & 7 countries
Breakout sessions: 23
Number of exhibitors: 60
Number of Poster Presenters: 7
Plenary sessions: 5

CONFERENCE PRICING
Registration Rate:
Early Bird $495
Regular $575
Exhibit Booth Rate: $1950

ATTENDEES BY LOCATION

Attendance from other countries:
Australia
Brazil
Canada
Nigeria
Russian Federation
Singapore
ATTENDEES BY CATEGORY

Manager 24%
HSE Specialist 19%
Executive 13%
HSE Manager 8%
Environmental Specialist 8%
Sales 8%
Regulatory/Government 4%
Administration 4%
Other 5%

PARTIAL LIST OF COMPANIES IN ATTENDANCE

Access Midstream Partners
Allied International Emergency, LLC
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
Basic Energy Services
Blackshare Environmental Solutions
BOS Solutions
Brammer HSE Services
Canada & Associates Safety Training, LLC
Center for Toxicology and Environmental Health
Chesapeake Oilfield Services, LLC
City of Fort Worth
City of Grand Prairie
Conestoga-Rovers & Associates, Inc.
ConocoPhillips
Contek Solutions, LLC
Continental Resources
Cowboy Containments, Inc.
Crescent Point Energy Corp.
Crestwood Midstream Partners
Crosstex Energy Services, L.P.
Dakota Software Corporation
Devon Energy
Dexter Field Services
Dupre Energy Services
EMSI
Enable Midstream Partners
Encana Oil & Gas USA, Inc.
Energy Services, LLC
ERA Environmental Management Solutions
ERM
ES&H Consulting and Training Group
ExxonMobil
Fite Fire & Safety
Flatrock Engineering & Environmental, LTD.
Freeport-McMoRan Oil & Gas Geomatic Resources, Inc.
Great Plains Analytical Services
Halff Associates
Helmerich & Payne
HighMount E&P
Hill Country Environmental
Leidos
Minnesota Limited LLC
Nalco Company
National Oilwell Varco
New Mexico Environment Dept.
Patterson UTI Drilling Company, LLC
PVR Midstream LLC
Pyramid Environmental & Engineering PC
Range Resources Corp
Rockwater Energy Solutions
RPS Solutions
Schlumberger
SKILLS Fleet Safety Training School
Summit Consulting & Safety
TCEQ
The University of Texas at Arlington
Trinity Consultants
Waste Connections of Texas
XTO Energy
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Breakout sessions covered topics in the following areas: Air, Land, Environmental Planning, and Water.

AIR
Comparison of Emission Calculations Methodologies for the Oil and Gas Industry
Utilization of a Vapor Recovery Tower to Potentially Reduce Tank Emissions
Flowback Emissions and Regulations
Evaluation of Airborne Exposures During Oil and Gas Exploration and Production: Current Data and Considerations for Future Studies
H2S Rule 36
Oil and Gas Minor Source Permitting: Comparison by State

LAND
Human Health Risk Assessment of Hydraulic Fracturing
Taking NORM Management to the Next Level: What You Need To Know
Petitions and Coalitions: The Future of the Endangered Species Act
From the cradle to YOUR grave
Storm Water, SPCC, and Waste Management
Shale Energy and the Right-to-Know
Risk Management in the Oil and Gas Sector - Waste Vendor Auditing
Oil and Gas Drilling and Production Chemicals, Waste and Environmental Impacts

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
What does it Mean for Oil and Gas to be “On the List?” - Understanding, Preparing for, and Surviving EPA’s National Enforcement Initiative
Oil & Gas Exploration Environmental Liabilities, Revisited in the 21st Century
Protecting Essential Refining Operations Using Blast-Resistant Electrical Equipment Shelters
From University Research to Control Implementation: Managing Environmental Impacts
Exploring a New Environmental Outreach Program Model
Response To Lost AmBe Source In West Texas
WATER
UIC Permitting and Aquifer Exemption Challenges – The Madison Aquifer Case Study
EMS and Water Minimization
Exploration & Production: Site Development Requirements
Gas Well/Water Well Subsurface Contamination – Plan for Investigation
Cost Effective Reuse of Produced Water for Hydraulic Fracturing in the Permian Basin
H2S in the environment
Baseline and Impact Monitoring for Shale Gas Exploration Constituents

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
A Programmatic Approach to Managing Upstream Oil & Gas Assets
Oil and Gas Minor Source Permitting: Comparison by State
Oil and Gas Drilling and Production Chemicals, Waste and Environmental Impacts
A Brief Summary on Regulatory Compliance and Change Management
E&P Liquid Waste Disposal Emissions
Conceptual Exposure Model for Determining Drill Rig Worker Health Risks Associated with Hydraulic Fracturing
Protecting Essential Refining Operations Using Blast-Resistant Electrical Equipment Shelters
Using Enterprise Risk Management to Mitigate Environmental Risks

“Interesting range and diversity of speakers”
- Rick C., 2013 Conference Attendee

“Great opportunity to network and ignite discussions.”
- 2013 Conference Attendee

FEATURED SPEAKERS

John Hofmeister
Founder and Chief Executive
Citizens for Affordable Energy & Former President, Shell Oil Company

Richard C. Haut, Ph.D.
Senior Research Scientist,
Houston Advanced Research Center

Warren Hubler
Vice President of Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) and Training, Helmerich & Payne IDC

Stephanie R. Timmermeyer
Vice President of Environment, Health and Safety (EHS), Access Midstream
EXHIBITORS
Businesses took advantage of the opportunity to get their message in front of potential new customers in the oil and gas environmental industry by becoming exhibitors. The demand for exhibit space was so great that it SOLD OUT two months in advance.

COMPANIES
Alliance Source Testing
Allied International Emergency, LLC
Apex Companies, LLC
Argus-Hazco
Blackshare Environmental Solutions
Center for Toxicology and Environmental Health
Century Graphics & Sign, Inc.
Cirrus Associates
Conestoga-Rovers & Associates
Cowboy Containments, Inc.
Cura Emergency Services
Dakota Software Corporation
Dupre Energy Services
EMSI
Energy Services, LLC
Enviro Clean Products & Services
ERA Environmental Management Solutions
ES&H
Examinetics, Inc.
Fite Fire & Safety & Speyetech
Flatrock Engineering & Environmental, LTD.
Geological Resources, Inc.
Guernsey
Halen Hardy
 HeckOut
HexArmor
IPREMS
KBA EnviroScience, Ltd
Koza’s Inc.
Lee TranServices, Inc.
Leidos
M&R Industrial Services, Inc.
Moxie Media
New Pig Corporation
NMC - National Marker Company
noodleStream.com
OHD, Inc.
OSHA and OSHCON
Pyramid Environmental & Engineering PC
RPS Solutions
SKILLS Fleet Safety Training School
SRP Environmental, LLC
TEEX
The Grayhawk Companies
Trinity Consultants
Turner Construction Company
University of Texas at Arlington/Environmental Training Institute
W & M Environmental
Waste Connections of Texas
Weaver Boos Consultants
Western Falcon Inc
Western Wyoming Community College
Working Concepts
SPONSORS
Select businesses demonstrated their commitment to achieving better environmental performance and regulatory compliance in the oil and gas industry by becoming sponsors of the Oil and Gas Environmental Conference. Sponsoring also provided unique opportunities for them to promote their business throughout the conference to the targeted audience they wished to reach.

TITLE SPONSORS

OTHER SPONSORS

CONTACT US
For Sponsorship, Speaker, and Exhibitor opportunities:

Marie Peterson, Manager
Conference and Event Management
Division for Enterprise Development
The University of Texas at Arlington
events@uta.edu
866.906.9190